
CarrierAccess
Revolutionizing the way Providers buy 
from each other.

For Providers, 
Carriers, MSPs and 

Resellers

CarrierAccess by MasterStream simplifies and accelerates the wholesale telecom sales market. A distinct 
solution for those who buy from Providers, CarrierAccess will streamline your process and drive profitability in 
your business by enabling users to acquire off-net cost information from providers instantly.

CARRIERACCESS

Be more responsive to customers and increase your sales

Providers who sell access services from other providers (Telco Carriers, MSPs, LECs, CLECs, Resellers) know that 
closing sales is dependent upon providing competitive pricing, but it’s also dependent upon providing it fast. 
Wholesale distribution is unique and too often, Providers looking for underlying carrier access often wait weeks for 
information from their underlying Carriers. By eliminating this barrier, Providers can obtain their costs in order to 
create their proposals and respond to their customer’s quickly. Simply put, empowering Sales to be highly 
responsive with competitive options for their customers results in increased close ratios and more selling time for 
those in the field.

You have options

Since CarrierAccess replaces spreadsheets and other outdated methods of obtaining 
and reviewing pricing from your provider partners, buying Providers can use 
CarrierAccess like it’s a single pricing catalogue full of multiple providers. With 
CarrierAccess you instantly see all the available providers and their rates so taking the 
“extra time” to review more options takes no time at all. CarrierAccess makes 
selecting the best provider for your solution fast and simple.

Scale as You Grow

Flexibility is at the heart of every MasterStream solution. CarrierAccess is designed to 
allow you to connect to one or all of your Provider Partners and provides a 
customizable configuration that allow you to scale the system as you scale your 
business.

For Providers Purchasing Other Provider Services

Obtain Costs Quickly

When Providers use CarrierAccess for sourcing access solutions, they get reliable results from a myriad of 
Providers - instantly. Using CarrierAccess is as simple as entering an address and seeing which of your connected 
providers serves that location. CarrierAccess eliminates the need to wade through multiple portals and 
spreadsheets to get the best rate. This eliminates outdated pricing in the market and makes updates fast and 
efficient. 
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CarrierAccess Feature Matrix

CARRIER ACCESS

For Network Operations and Provisioning
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Provisioning and network operations teams utilize CarrierAccess to maximize each deal’s profitability after the sale 
is closed. When Sales organizations sell a service to be provisioned by another carrier, it’s typically the service that
is being sold, not the underlying carrier specifically. Utilizing CarrierAccess after sales are closed and handed-off 
to Operations allows organizations to choose amongst their underlying Carriers from within the provisioning 
process. Creating this choice within the provisioning process allows Provisioners to do an immediate review of 
what Carriers are available compared to the one that was selected in the sales process and determine if another 
Carrier would be more advantageous to use. In addition to reviewing underlying Carrier pricing, Provisioners will
also typically review the underlying Carriers install intervals based upon their relationship with the given carriers 
and carrier SLAs. Through optimizing pricing and managing quicker turn ups, Provisioners armed with 
CarrierAccess can become measurable, metric driven profits centers.

Contact Management Included
Carrier Management Included

Carrier Footprint & Costing Up to 5 included, expandable
Product Categories Included
API 500 quotes included (metered thereafter)

Internal System Integration (CRM, OSS) Metered
Quote Management Included

Batch Processing 500 quotes included (metered thereafter)
Batch Address Validation Metered
Batch Quoting Metered 

Resources Included
Lookups (Wire Center, Mileage, NPA-
NXX) 

Report Management Included
Internal Users 

Basic (MasterStream Access) Up to 3 included

Note: The total volume of API & Batch Processing quotes can be substituted for one another and are only metered after 
a total quantity of 1000 is surpassed by the combined total of both categories.


